Roles of bumpy field for collisionless particle confinement in helical axis heliotrons are investigated by the model magnetic field in the Boozer coordinates. The mod-.B^,o contours can be shifted in the major radius direction with the control of the bumpy field. The area of the closed mod-B.,n contour is a good measure to evaluate global collisionless particle confinement when the radial variation of the bumpy field is relatively small. The negative ratio of bumpy/helicity gives the largest area of closed mod-8-;' contours for the positive ratio of toroidicity/helicity. The radial variation of the bumpy field gives rise to toroidally localized mod-8.,n contours, which is significantly effective to improve "oliriorrIess particle confinement.
Introduction
The new concept of heliotron configurations, helical axis heliotron[1], has been proposed. The concept arises to remove the limitation of planar axis heliotrons for realizing good particle confinement and good MHD stability simultaneously. The main requirements to realize this compatibility are the formation of vacuum magnetic well in the entire plasma region and the reduction of ripple transport by the control of magnetic field ripple. In order to realize high beta plasma confinement in helical axis heliotrons, it is also essential to improve particle confinement properties. Since the bumpy field typically appears in helical axis heliotrons, it is essential to understand its roles on plasma confinement properties. As a first step, roles of bumpy field on collisionless particle confinement are investigated. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes characteristics of mod-B.,n contours in helical axis heliotrons with emphasizing roles of the bumpy field. The toroidal localization of mod-B.,n contours by the radially increasing bumpy field and its favorable effects on collisionless particle confinement are also explained. Brief summary and discussions are given in Section 3. 
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The Eq. (3) field strength around Q:e/2)(2nhl4) decreases due to the larger bumpy field around the plasma edge. This arises the significant localization of closed mod-g.,n contours around l":(l/2)(2nhl4) as seen in Fig. 2(b) (cf., do:2.0). for do:0.0, 0.5 and 2.0 cases, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2(a) , the closed mod-B.,n area is the largest for 4:0.0 among three configurations, and almost the same for 4:0.5 and 2.0 cases. However, the loss rate reduces significantly as do is increased. This implies that the area of the outermost closed mod-g_,n contours becomes an insufficient measure for global collisionless particle confinement when the radial variation of the bumpy field becomes remarkable. Theore, it is necessary to follow the particle orbit to compare several helical axis heliotron configurations in such a circumstance.
It is also concluded that the toroidal localization of closed mod-8r' contours around the region where the bumpy ripple is predominant is effective to improve collisionless particle confinement in helical axis heliotrons. 
Summary and Discussion
Roles of bumpy field on collisionless particle confinement in helical axis heliotrons have been considered based on the mod-.8.,n structure in the Boozer coordinates.
Mod-B-6 contours projected on the poloidal cross section become elliptic shape depending on the ratio of 
